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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
This is the Autumn 2016 edition of the
Herbert Smith Freehills European Private
Equity Review, highlighting legal developments
with particular significance for European
financial sponsors. In this publication, we will
share our experience of trends across the
European private equity landscape and
opportunities for potential growth.
In the following articles, we highlight the
latest market trends, not least the increasing
competition private equity faces across
markets from strategic buyers, emerging
market buyers and pension or state funds.
Our first article analyses the market for exits
in African private equity. With strong rates
of economic growth, increasing personal
prosperity and improved stability across the
region, coupled with investors’ growing
comfort with the risk profile of emerging
markets, private equity is increasingly looking
to invest in Africa. The essential underpinning
of every private equity investment is an exit –
this article surveys the landscape for exits and
summarises recent exits from April 2015 to
the present.

Our second article by Christoph Nawroth
provides an overview of private equity
activity in Germany for 2016 so far, and
considers what lies ahead. Christoph
considers the impact of competition from
strategic investors, in particular from China,
and gives his thoughts on the opportunities
and challenges presented by Brexit, the
German Mittelstand, creative structuring
and the 2017 elections in Germany
and France.
The third article looks at the private equity
market in Spain. Alberto Frasquet explores
the economic conditions in the country and
sets out various investment opportunities,
including in problematic assets and renewable
energy. He finishes by considering certain
trends in the Spanish market.
The final article by Shona Grey considers
Warranty and Indemnity (W&I) Insurance in
the UK Real Estate Market, setting out certain
key trends, standard inclusions and exclusions
and timelines. Shona considers how W&I
insurance can be used as a deal tool and how
it interacts with the SPA. Shona also offers a
word of caution on things to look out for.

Considered as part of
Christoph's article, the impact
and structure of "Brexit" is
of course front of mind for
many within the European
investment community.
Further detail and an in-depth analysis
of the legal implications of "Brexit" is
available on our website at
http://www.herbertsmithfreehills.com/
insights/hubs/brexit
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THE MARKET FOR EXITS IN
AFRICAN PRIVATE EQUITY
With strong rates of economic growth, increasing
personal prosperity and improved stability across
the region, coupled with investors’ increasing
comfort with the risk profile of emerging markets,
private equity is increasingly looking to invest in
Africa. According to the African Venture Capital
Association (AVCA), more than half of
international institutional investors surveyed are
intending to increase their allocation to African
private equity over the next three years, while
two-thirds would be willing to invest in a first-time
PE fund in Africa.

The Emerging Markets Private Equity
Association’s (EMPEA) 2016 Limited Partner
survey paints a similar picture, finding that
57% of LPs are planning to increase their
allocation to African private equity over
the next three years and over two-thirds of
them believe that private equity in Africa will
become more attractive than other emerging
and frontier markets over the medium to long
term. With this demand has come an increase
in the number of Africa-focussed PE funds,
based both in Africa and internationally,
including in Europe. Investors are in particular
attracted to consumer-driven sectors,
infrastructure and real estate.
The essential underpinning of every private
equity investment is an exit. This article
considers the current state of the African
exit market and discusses the relative
attractiveness of each type of exit.

FROM TOP
John Taylor and
Hubert Segain

evidenced by the fact that the average holding
periods have increased from 3.9 years in 2008
to 6.1 years in 2015, which is relatively high by
international standards. With local currency
depreciations and lowering growth in certain
African economies, this holding period
may actually increase further, at least in
the short term.
South Africa saw the largest proportion of
private equity exits in 2015, followed by Egypt,
Nigeria and Kenya respectively. The most
common sector for exits for the past two years
has been financial services, although there has
also been an increase in the number of exits
within the healthcare, personal and household
goods and retail sectors.
Internationally, the main methods of exiting
private equity investments are:
sales to trade buyers/strategic investors;

Overview

Cashing in on Africa

According to EY and the AVCA, 28 PE funds
reported an exit in 2015, down slightly on
the 31 that were reported in 2014, but up
considerably on the annual average of 20
between 2007-2013. Overall, the total number
of African exits reached a nine-year high in
2015, with PE funds selling investments in
44 companies, compared to 39 companies
in each of the two previous years. While this
picture is encouraging, PE funds have retained
their investments for longer and have waited
for the right opportunity to exit as global
macroeconomic uncertainty has increased
since the collapse of Lehman Brothers. This is

Number of exits by private equity firms

secondary sales to private equity and other
financial buyers;
Initial Public Offering (IPO); and
refinancing (to achieve a partial exit).
Sales to trade buyers
Africa has become increasingly attractive not
just to PE funds, but also to corporate buyers.
Factors contributing to this attractiveness
include the continent’s large, relatively young
population (with over 60% of its 1 billion
inhabitants currently under the age of 40), a
high GDP growth rate, a rapidly growing middle
class with increasing capacity for discretionary
spending, steady urbanisation, increasing
political stability and the ability to leverage the
continent's mobile technology revolution (which
is facilitating increased efficiency and reducing
the cost of doing business).
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As a result, it is perhaps unsurprising that the
majority of private equity exits in Africa have
taken place in the form of a trade or strategic
sale. In fact, trade sales accounted for 53% of
the African exits between 2014-2015, up 9%
from the period between 2007-2013. To put
this in perspective, over the same period the
next most prevalent exit strategy comprised
sales to private equity and other financial
buyers (ie, secondary sales), accounting for
just 18% of the exits.
Generally speaking, the attractiveness of this
exit method from the perspective of the exiting
investor stems from the following two principal
factors: first, it generally provides a complete
and immediate exit from the investment; and
In June 2016, Helios Investment
Partners (a London-based, Africafocused PE fund with approximately
US$3 billion assets under management)
together with its investment partners
completed the sale of HTN Towers, a
company dealing in tower infrastructure
sharing in Africa, to IHS Holding Limited
(IHS), the largest mobile
telecommunications infrastructure
provider in Africa, Europe and the
Middle East. Commenting on the
purchase, IHS founder Issam Darwish
remarked that, “The completion of this
transaction is significant in that it combines
Africa’s two original tower companies
and… [provided] IHS the opportunity to
optimise a larger portfolio”.
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second, a trade buyer with strategic reasons
for buying the target may be able to value it
more highly as part of its own business than a
stand-alone investor would be able to (for
example, as a result of synergies or
cross-selling opportunities). In addition,
international strategic investors may be more
comfortable in dealing with the barriers to
trade between different African nations. This
advantage may be less significant in the future,
given the general trend towards reducing trade
barriers within the continent. Analysis of sale
prices show that trade sales achieve the
second highest exit price, after IPOs which, as
discussed below, have some limitations in the
context of African private equity exits.

In the second half of 2015, Emerging
Capital Partners (ECP) (a pan-African
PE fund with over US$2 billion under
management) together with its
investment partners, completed the sale
of C-Re Holding Limited to Saham
Finances S.A (Saham), the insurance
arm of Saham Group. C-Re Holding
Limited holds a majority stake in
Continental Reinsurance Plc
(Continental Re), a private reinsurance
company in Africa. Commenting on the
sale, Hurley Doddy, Co-CEO of ECP said,
“We believe that Continental Re will
leverage Saham’s industry expertise and
relationships across the continent to further
achieve its goals in Africa and create value
for shareholders”.
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There are currently high levels of competition
for good quality African assets. As a result,
we may expect trade sales, in particular
auction-based trade sales, to remain the most
prevalent method of exiting private equity
investments in the near future, despite the rise
of secondary sales and the steps being taken
to enhance African equity capital markets.
Secondary sales
It is clear that private equity investors are
becoming increasingly interested in Africa.
Relative to the two preceding years, in 2015
and 2016 fundraising levels for investments in
Africa increased significantly: earlier this year
Actis’ Africa Real Estate Fund 3 closed with
commitments in excess of US$500 million,
exceeding its original US$400 million target;
in 2015 Abraaj's Africa Fund III closed with
US$990 million in commitments and Helios’
Investors III Fund closed with US$1.1 billion in
commitments, US$100 million over its target.
The increase in the number of private equity
players seeking to invest in the region is likely to
contribute to the attractiveness of secondary
sales. Unsurprisingly, therefore, EY noted that
while PE firms continued to look to trade players
as the most likely buyers for their portfolio
companies, the percentage of secondary exits
had increased in the last two years – accounting
for 18% of the exits between 2014-2015, slightly
up from the medium-term average of 13%
between 2007-2013.
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In September 2016, AfricInvest, a
pan-African midcap PE fund with US$1
billion under management, announced
its exit from Général Emballage, a
manufacturing and corrugated
cardboard processing firm based in
Algeria, to a consortium composed of
Development Partners International
and DEG, a German DFI. Also earlier
this year, Mediterrania Capital Partners
announced a full exit of Cellulose
Processing, a manufacturer and
distributor of nappies and sanitary
pads in Algeria, selling its stake to The
Abraaj Group. In late 2015, Actis, a
leading emerging markets investor
with US$6.3 billion in assets, together
with its investment partners,
confirmed the sale of Ikeja City Mall,
Lagos’ largest mall, to a partnership of
Attacq Limited, a JSE-listed real estate
capital growth fund, South African Real
Estate Investment Trust and Hyprop
Investments Limited.

It is likely that competition for new sizeable
investment opportunities will increase in the
future. David Marchick, Global Head of
External Affairs at Carlyle, recently remarked:

“We’re not even in chapter one of
private equity in Africa. It's more
like the prelude. We hope all the
major firms will be there in five to
10 years.”
This competition has been further fuelled by
the market volatility in the Southern and
Western African regions, forcing many PE
funds to seek investment opportunities in
other parts of the continent. In addition,
international development finance institutions
(DFIs) have shown an increased appetite for
investment in Africa. With this intensified
competition, it is no surprise that valuations
have seen an upward push and are predicted
to continue in this trajectory over the medium
term, increasing the attractiveness of this exit
strategy from the perspective of existing PE
investors. This could potentially lead to a
virtuous circle of increasing exit multiples
leading to better returns, in turn leading to
more successful fundraising, leading to
increased levels of PE capital and ultimately,
leading to more competition for assets and
therefore higher exit multiples.
The majority of the secondary exits between
2014-2015 were to larger pan-African and
multinational private equity firms and financial
buyers. Several smaller PE funds completed
exits via sales to larger funds, particularly
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those looking to build scalable businesses for a
subsequent sale to strategic investors.
As the African economy grows and sectors
consolidate – making buy-and-build strategies
more available than they have been to date –
strategic and financial exits are likely to
become increasingly attractive for African
investments. Furthermore, the increasing
number of African focused funds and their
strong capital position give support to the
expectation that secondary transactions will
account for an increasing proportion of exits
in the medium term.
IPOs
When the right market conditions are available
an initial public offering may allow the investor
to realise the highest return on its investment
– making it a popular exit strategy for PE funds
internationally. However, IPOs tend to be
difficult and infrequent. Most equity capital
markets in Africa are perceived as being
relatively shallow (when compared to some
other parts of the world) and some stock
exchanges are at a relatively early stage of
their own development: historically, only the
exchanges in Johannesburg, Lagos and Cairo
have seen more than a very few PE-backed
IPOs. Complex local regulation of IPOs also
makes them less attractive then they would
otherwise be.
In their report, EY found that stock exchange
listings as an exit option had become less
favourable with private equity firms looking to
sell their investments, with the proportion of
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full exits by IPO declining from 20% during the
2007-13 period to 16% in 2014-15. Given the
generally fragmented nature of the African
market, it may be that there are simply not
enough large PE-backed businesses coming to
market for IPOs to become a major exit route
in the near term. As national governments
cooperate to remove barriers to trade, this
may change.
The relative illiquidity of the African capital
markets has historically meant that
on-continent IPO exits have been challenging
and, with the notable exception of mining and
extractives businesses, investors in African
enterprises have not sought to monetise their
investments on capital markets outside the
continent. However, things may be changing:
2016 may turn out to be a strong year for
Africa's equity capital markets with African
IPOs expected to raise over US$3.1 billion,
more than any year since 2010, equating to
twice the amount raised in 2015 and more
than the combined amount raised between
2011-2013. This is very encouraging given
recent general declines in commodity
prices. South Africa and Nigeria, home to
the continent's most developed exchanges,
can again expect the bulk of the IPO activity,
with technology, industrials and consumer
essentials predicted to be the busiest sectors.
The Egyptian Exchange is showing signs
of recovery from the aftermath of the 2011
uprising. Long-delayed deals may return to the
market, driven primarily by investor demand
and strong fundamentals.
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Looking at the continent more broadly,
a number of initiatives hoping to increase
the efficiency of listing shares in African
companies, both domestically and abroad, are
in motion. For example, several East African
nations including Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda
and, potentially, Kenya, have announced plans
to integrate their securities laws, regulations
and capital markets to create a single, more
liquid exchange. Such measures would also
reduce the costs involved in the trading of
shares across the region.
The Abraaj Group recently announced
the sale of Tunisian pharmaceutical
company Unimed via an IPO on the
Tunis Stock Exchange, yielding a market
capitalisation of approximately US$150
million. This transaction was particularly
noteworthy because the IPO was
oversubscribed by over thirty times –
the highest ever recorded for the Tunis
Stock Exchange.

With several potential IPOs rumoured to be
in the pipeline this year, PE funds may finally
be warming to initiatives seeking to improve
the African public markets. It is not yet clear,
however, whether this trend will result in more
frequent exits by way of IPO. In the long run,
even if IPOs do become more popular, the
experience of the more developed private
equity markets in the United States and
Europe suggests this is unlikely to become
the dominant exit method.
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Refinancing
A refinancing may be appropriate where a full
exit is not viable, but where a PE fund is looking
to make a partial return on its investment. This
is likely to be followed by a full exit at some
point in the future. Refinancing can be done in
several ways, for example via a debt financing,
additional equity raise or via an IPO.
Several factors have led to higher costs of
debt financing coupled with more cautious
lending in 2016. These include general
anxiety about the health of the financial
sector, global economic pressure in the form
of increased interest rates; fiscal deficits;
foreign exchange fluctuations; and a weak
economic growth outlook.
Access to debt capital markets is likely to
decrease this year, or at best remain the same
as previous years. On a regional basis there
are underlying differences causing the reduced
use of debt in East and West Africa: in East
Africa interest rates are perceived as being
high, while in West Africa funding may
simply not be available. Kenya (which alone
accounted for over 10% of the total African
exits between 2014-2015) has recently
taken steps to restrict interest rates: from
September 2016 Kenya's amended Banking
Act re-introduced caps to the cost of debt,
requiring lenders to peg interest rates at
400 basis points above a benchmark central
bank rate. Although the hope is to increase
accessibility to finance, this move has come
in for criticism, and it remains to be seen how
this will impact the overall availability of credit.
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In 2015, Actis sold half of its stake in a
partial exit from Egypt’s Edita Food
Industries, one of North Africa’s leading
snack food businesses which is duallisted on both the Egyptian Stock
Exchange (EGX) and the LSE. The
offering received a high level of interest,
with both the institutional and retail
offerings being oversubscribed, at 13.4x
and 4.4x, respectively. A more recent
partial IPO-based refinancing on the
EGX was the sale of 20% of the shares
in Cleopatra Hospital Community by its
partner company The Abraaj Group in
May 2016, raising EGP360 million
(US$40.44 million). The IPO was
more than 28x oversubscribed on
the retail tranche offering and more
than 6x oversubscribed on the
institutional tranche.
Given the difficulties associated with full IPOs
in much of Africa, referred to above, it is
perhaps unsurprising that refinancing by way of
IPO (that is, an IPO of part of a shareholding)
has been more prevalent than a complete exit
by IPO, which is more difficult to achieve.

Conclusion
The continent of Africa is vast, diverse and
enjoying increasing attention from foreign
private investors. Its 54 countries offer the
same kinds of investment opportunity in
sectors that would be expected in any other
region: from minerals and mining to power,
infrastructure and telecoms, to financial
services and consumer businesses servicing
the continent's growing middle class. Private
equity has played an increasingly important
role in investment across the region. As private
equity investments continue to grow, the
discussion surrounding the challenge of
African private equity exits is one which is
becoming ever more relevant.
Noting that private equity exits in Africa
reached a nine-year high in 2015, Ponmile
Osibo, Research Analyst at AVCA, remarked:

“With exits reaching the highest
level in almost a decade, we are
seeing routes to exit diversify.
However, with a more challenging
year ahead, PE firms, together with
portfolio companies, will need to
take increasingly lateral approaches
to developing their growth and
exit strategies to ensure that
propositions remain compelling to
local and international investors.”
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Historically, Africa has been perceived as
suffering from relatively weak financial
markets, relatively illiquid capital markets,
pricing, informational and transactional
inefficiencies and a complicated legal and
regulatory framework. While these issues
may not yet have been resolved in full, much
progress has already been made with many
African nations actively taking measures to
increase the region's resemblance to more
developed investment destinations. In fact,
over ten sub-Saharan jurisdictions now rank
ahead of Brazil in the World Bank's "ease of
doing business" rankings. Alongside the
legal and regulatory developments, measures
such as the inception of the Tripartite Free
Trade Area, Africa's largest free-trade zone
comprising 26 member states, are expected
to liberalise intra-African trade and may spur
the growth of PE-ready businesses.
As African economies continue to develop
and African businesses grow with them, we
expect there will be increasing scope for
African private equity exits in the short to
medium term. In particular, the increased
interest of PE funds in Africa is likely in the
short to medium term to give rise to a more
vibrant market in secondary sales. Trade sales
are likely to dominate for the foreseeable
future, while the IPO route is likely to remain
available in certain sectors and geographies.

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
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Recent African PE Exits
PE FUND

EXIT TYPE

DETAILS

DATE REPORTED

AfricInvest

Secondary

AfricInvest and the original founders made a full sale of
their 49% stake in Général Emballage (an Algerian
manufacturer of corrugated cardboard) to a consortium
composed of Development Partners International and
DEG (a German Development Agency).

September 2016

Helios Investment Partners

Trade / Strategic

Helios completed the full sale of Helios Towers Nigeria
Limited (a mobile tower infrastructure sharing provider in
Africa) to IHS Holding Limited (a mobile
telecommunications infrastructure provider in EMEA).

June 2016

Kibo Capital

Refinancing

Regional PE fund Kibo Capital partially exited its
investment in Madison Finance Company Limited (a
Zambian micro-finance company) through redemption of
its preference shares.

June 2016

The Abraaj Group

Refinancing –
Partial IPO

Abraaj sold a 20% stake in Cleopatra Hospital Company
(the largest private hospital group in Egypt) via an IPO on
the Egyptian Exchange.

May 2016

The Abraaj Group

IPO

Abraaj completed a full exit in Unité de fabrication de
medicaments (a leading Tunisian pharmaceutical
company) through an IPO on the Tunis Stock Exchange.

May 2016

Actis

Trade / Strategic

Actis sold Emerging Markets Payments (an African and
Middle Eastern payments business) to Network
International (also a provider of payment solutions in the
Middle East).

March 2016

The Abraaj Group

Trade / Strategic

Abraaj fully exited its shareholding in Saham Finances
(an African insurance company) selling part of its stake
to Sanlam Group (a financial services group) and the
remainder to the its parent company, Saham Group
(a diversified Moroccan-based conglomerate).

March 2016

Qalaa Holdings

Secondary

Qalaa Holdings (an EGX listed PE fund) divested its 70%
ownership stake in Tanmeyah Microenterprise Services
(a private-sector provider of microfinance solutions in the
Egyptian market) to EFG Hermes (an Arab investment
bank).

February 2016

Mediterrania Capital
Partners

Secondary

Mediterrania Capital Partners made a full exit of
Cellulose Processing (an Algerian manufacturer and
distributor of nappies and sanitary pads) selling its stake
to The Abraaj Group.

January 2016

Actis

Secondary

Actis sold its interest in Ikeja City Mall (Lagos’ largest
mall) to a partnership of Attacq Limited, a JSE-listed real
estate capital growth fund, South African Real Estate
Investment Trust and Hyprop Investments Limited.

November 2015

Actis

Refinancing –
Partial IPO

Actis partially exited from Egypt’s Edita Food Industries
(a North-African snack food business) which is dual-listed
on both the Egyptian Stock Exchange and the London
Stock Exchange.

April 2015
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HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS' AFRICA PE EXPERIENCE:
Herbert Smith Freehills enjoys a leading and long established reputation in Africa, having
acted on numerous matters across the continent over the past 30 years, including
advising on all aspects of private equity transactions in Africa.
These have included:
acting for IHS Holding Limited in relation to its
acquisition of Helios Towers Nigeria Limited (which
consisted of over 1,200 telecommunications tower
sites) from HTN Towers plc, in a deal claimed to be the
first mobile infrastructure consolidation in Africa;
advising EFG-Hermes on its US$1 billion Middle East
& Developing Africa fund and asset management
business generally. Additionally, advising on the
establishment of InfraMed and InfraEgypt, a family of
infrastructure funds investing under the auspices of
the Union for the Mediterranean political project, in
conjunction with several prominent European and
North African governmental institutions;
advising Investcorp Bank on the structuring and
establishment of Investcorp Gulf Opportunity Fund I
and Investcorp Islamic Gulf Opportunity Fund I, both
Shari'ah compliant funds and seeking to raise in
aggregate US$1 billion in the MENA region;
advising Abraaj Capital on its US$505 million
acquisition of a 25% stake in Egyptian investment
bank EFG-Hermes;

acting for a major investment bank in relation to its
investment into Africa Internet Group;
acting for Temasek Holdings (Temasek) in
relation to the acquisition of shares in a Nigerian food
and beverage business and related joint venture
arrangements and on its entry into a US$300 million
joint venture with E Oppenheimer & Son to invest
primarily in the fast moving consumer goods and
agricultural sectors in Africa;
advising COFIDES/FIEX on the acquisition of a
stake in Silicon Smelters, Grupo FerroAtlántica’s
South African subsidiary, to promote the
development of several projects for a total
amount of ZAR 250 million; and
acting for Temasek in relation to its US$150 million
investment in Seven Energy, an oil and gas group
based in Nigeria.

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
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PRIVATE EQUITY IN GERMANY
– THE YEAR SO FAR AND
WHAT LIES AHEAD
2016 has been a busy year so far for private equity
in Germany. The volume of M&A deals remains
high even while uncertainty sweeps over Europe
and any consequences from Brexit and the
consequent sterling depreciations (which has led
to some backpedalling in the UK) do not seem to
have had a substantial impact on German and
other continental European deals, at least as yet.
We anticipate that this will continue in the short
term and that Germany will remain one of the
most active private equity markets in Europe.

Current situation
In recent years Germany has been one of the
most attractive jurisdictions for private equity
investors. Traditionally, Germany is seen as a
country with highly developed infrastructure,
a skilled workforce and a robust economy
which outperforms those of other european
countries. A number of macro-economic
trends have also boosted activities.
Digitisation, the change of the energy mix in
Germany, decline of raw material prices and

Private equity activity
156
30

Christoph Nawroth

new regulation are a few reasons why sellers
– proactively or reactively – have to constantly
review their businesses. As a result some may
decide to sell, and this has created a good
hunting ground for PE houses. According to
Mergermarket, buyout activity targeting
Germany saw 96 investments worth €6.2bn
in Q1-Q3 of 2016 while outbound buyout
activity in that period totalled 22 deals of
€790m, including Allianz Capital Partners'
and SNAM's €601m purchase of Gas
Connect from OMV in Austria.

In addition there has been no shortage of
liquidity as many new funds have been raised.
According to Thomson Reuters, Q2 2016
has been the strongest quarter in fundraising
since 2008. Earlier that year, Börsen-Zeitung
reported approximately US $1.3 trillion of dry
powder that has yet to be invested. In addition,
bank debt and other forms of financing remain
cheap, with no indication that interest rates
will go up in the near future.

Private equity buyout value

Private equity exit value
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Competition from strategic investors, in
particular from China

So is Germany a private equity paradise?
Unfortunately, there are also factors that make
life difficult for financial investors. Prices
remain high, sometimes too high given the
desired yields, and financial investors will only
be prepared to pay such prices if they can get
comfortable that there is sufficient value
creation potential.
Investors who were traditionally only limited
partners in PE funds, such as pension and
insurance funds, and, therefore, predominantly
passive investors, are increasingly becoming
directly involved, doing deals together with the
PE funds as co-investors or acting entirely
independently. Other financial investors, such
as infrastructure and sovereign wealth funds,
are going after the same assets competing
directly with traditional PE funds.
Financial investors also face ever growing
competition from strategic investors in auction
situations. During the first three quarters of the
year, trade sale activity accounted for 63 deals
with a value of €9.5 billion, a figure substantially
higher than the values for private equity
transactions and which shows the dominance
of corporates over financial investors in such
sale processes. In comparison, the number and
value of secondary buyouts (where a private
equity investor buys from another private equity
house) has gone down. Industrial buyers often
have the advantage in that they can realise
synergies between the target and their

existing business. Accordingly, they may be
prepared to pay a higher price compared to a
financial investor.
Apart from the general trend showing the
return of strategic investors, investors from
China have entered the market and apparently
have developed an appetite for doing business
in Europe, primarily in Germany, but also in
France and the UK. According to EY, Chinese
investors acquired 37 companies in Germany
during the first half of 2016. The acquisition by
Chinese investor consortium Midea of listed
robotics specialist KUKA (which alone
accounted for 43.2% of China's M&A activity
into Germany in the first nine months of 2016),
the acquisition of the offshore wind park
Meerwind by China Three Gorges Corporation
from Blackstone, the acquisition of waste
specialist EEW Energy from Waste by Beijing
Enterprises Holdings Limited, the acquisition
of a large stake in forklift specialist KION by
Weichai Power (2015), and similar
transactions demonstrate that Chinese
investors are increasingly willing and capable
of executing sizable deals in Germany.
More generally, Chinese investors have reached
a level of sophistication that enables them to
participate in auctions where historically they
were at a disadvantage due to a perceived lack
of experience and associated execution risk.
Perceptions of this execution risk do remain,
as Chinese buyers often have to contend with
domestic regulatory barriers to doing deals
abroad to which their foreign competitors are
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not subject. However, Chinese investors are
often prepared to pay higher prices, to some
extent as a market entry fee or as compensation
for a know-how transfer (due to the Chinese
government's desire to gain global leadership in
the relevant industry sector), but also because
growth in their home country has reduced and
so they are looking for alternative regions for
investments. It can be expected that this trend
will continue for a while. For example, it is
rumoured that Chinese bidders GO Scale
Capital and San'an Optoelectronics have shown
an interest in purchasing Osram, the German
lighting company.

Sectors of interest

According to Mergermarket, the industrials
and chemicals sector was the most targeted
sector by value YTD 2016 and the expectation
is that this trend is set to continue. The
defence sector was also particularly strong this
year, after KKR's acquisition of Airbus Group's
defence electronics business for a reported
value of €1.1 billion. This marked the first
buyout targeting the German defence sector
since 2005. The financial services sector
ranked second so far this year. Other sectors
in which private equity investors are showing
great interest are healthcare, software/IT
and industrial services.
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What lies ahead – opportunities
and challenges
The current situation creates a number
of challenges for private equity investors.
One of these factors is greater competition,
including increasingly from strategic buyers
and Chinese investors. For private equity
investors it is therefore key to identify
distinguishing factors that allow them
to conclude a successful transaction.

Brexit

It is not yet entirely clear what effect Brexit will
have on private equity in Germany and the wider
European market. The sterling depreciation will
likely result in lower valuations of assets in the
UK and make them more attractive for US or
EUR denominated funds but there may be fewer
assets available in the short term, given current
market uncertainty. Brexit has led to a freezing
of some projects, both on the exit and the buy
side because parties want to wait for more
clarity in particular from the UK government on
next steps. Nevertheless, it is fair to assume that
the UK will remain the largest European market
for private equity, although we may see
additional conditionality to compensate for the
higher levels of uncertainty, should it continue.
The British Private Equity and Venture Capital
Association (BVCA) has just set up a task force
to deal with Brexit, which is to focus on legal,
regulatory and tax issues (eg, in relation to
'passporting' rights in the financial sector). Any
effect from Brexit may be more profound in
some sectors that in others. For example, the
financial services, insurance and retail/

consumer sectors are likely to be most
affected, due to regulatory, legal and/or tax
changes, and/or changes to the available
workforce. According to the director general
of the BVCA, Tim Hames, private equity
has a disproportionately large number of
investments in restaurants and consumer
businesses, which rely on high numbers
of EU nationals working in the UK.
However, for continental European deals,
including in Germany, the consequences of
Brexit seem to be limited for the time being
and Germany, France and others could even
benefit from uncertainty in the UK. While a
few deals were postponed immediately after
the vote on Brexit this summer (eg, Cinven's
sale of its web hosting business Host Europe
or the sale of German chemical company HCS
Group by HIG Capital), business seems to
have returned to normal since then. The
German DAX did not take very long to recover
from the initial 10% fall after the vote and is
higher at the time of printing than during the
six months prior to it. Total has just sold
German specialty chemicals business Atotech
to Carlyle for a price of almost €3 billion, which
includes a bank debt component of almost €2
billion. Bayer has gone ahead with its takeover
of Monsanto despite any challenges for the
financing of this transaction. Time will tell, but
a slowdown in UK market activity could even
fuel M&A projects in Germany and elsewhere
on the continent. Liquidity is still there after
the Brexit vote and waiting to be invested.
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TOP PRIVATE
EQUITY DEALS
2016
Top private equity deals
Deal Deal
value type
(£bn)

Deal details

1.7

Announcement date:
13 Jun 16

Exit

Target: WindMW
GmbH (80% Stake)
Bidder: China Three
Gorges Corporation
Seller: Blackstone
Energy Partners LP
1.6

Exit

Announcement date:
23 May 16
Target: WMF
Wuerttembergische
Metallwarenfabrik AG
Bidder: Groupe SEB SA
Seller: Kohlberg Kravis
Roberts & Co LP

1.4

Exit

Announcement date:
04 Feb 16
Target: EEW Energy
from Waste GmbH
Bidder: Beijing
Enterprises Holdings
Limited
Seller: EQT Partners AB

1.4

IBO

Announcement date:
02 Jun 16
Target: Bilfinger SE
(Building and Facility
division)
Bidder: EQT Partners AB
Seller: Bilfinger SE

1.1

IBO

Announcement date:
18 Mar 16
Target: Airbus Group
(defence, electronics,
business)
Bidder: Kohlberg Kravis
Roberts & Co LP
Seller: Airbus Group

German Mittelstand

Germany has always been famous for its
Mittelstand, a substantial part of its economy
formed by small and medium sized enterprises
which are still often family-owned. Whether
the remaining months of 2016 and 2017 will
result in more M&A activity involving the
Mittelstand is difficult to predict. For many
years, predictions have been made that
succession issues in the families will give rise
to increased deal activity, although this has yet
to materialise. Traditional businesses, and
their owners, may be hesitant to initiate a sale
process in a period of uncertainty – unless
they are forced to sell. One reason for this is
the fact that they may find it difficult to make a
profitable alternative investment with the sale
proceeds in a market where banks are
threatening to charge penalty interest on
positive account balances. If, nevertheless
family shareholders are prepared to sell, PE
investors may find their price expectations too
high and shy away, especially in auction
situations. The challenge for private equity will
therefore be to find a "hidden" bilateral deal
with a seller that has reasonable expectations,
including in terms of price.

Creative Structures

In light of the strong competition from
strategic and other financial investors, private
equity will increasingly try to apply creative
structures to a transaction in order to gain a
competitive advantage in an auction situation.
This could include investments into niche

sectors, restructuring assets, the formation
of consortia (in particular teaming up with
a strategic investors who bring industrial
know-how), financing structures that help
to bridge valuation gaps (eg, vendor loans,
roll-over by sellers who will stay invested
with a minority participation and earn-outs)
or buy-and-build strategies which may help
them to avoid busy auctions situations and
put the investor in a position to create value
through economies of scale over time. This is
in particular true for secondary buyouts where
the asset has been in the hands of financial
investors before and a "more of the same"
strategy does not deliver the required yields.

Elections in 2017

The impact of the US elections is still not fully
understood. While still approximately one
year away, the upcoming election in Germany
in 2017 (as well as in France, in April/May
2017) could cause uncertainty and affect
M&A activity – although it is unclear yet in
what ways. While this could result in a period
of reduced activity because investors will
want to wait until after the elections, now
could even be a good time to invest by making
use of the uncertainty around Brexit and the
US elections and gaining competitive
advantage over investors who may be more
hesitant. Given the general robustness of the
German economy, our assumption is that
M&A will not be materially affected.
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PRIVATE EQUITY MARKET
IN SPAIN – AT A GLANCE
With growth of 3.2% in 2015 and
expected growth of 3.2% for 2016
and 2.2% for 2017 forecast by the
International Monetary Fund in
October 2016, when compared with
an average growth rate in the European
Union of 1.6% for the year 2016, it can
be said that the Spanish economy is
one of the most dynamic economies in
Europe, and it is becoming increasingly
attractive for investors in general and to
private equity investments in particular.

The figures1
Even though fundraising in Spain experienced
a setback in 2015 (compared to the previous
year) due to the global economic uncertainty
and to very active fundraising in 2014, the
general favourable conditions of the Spanish
economy have been maintained as reflected
in several relevant indicators (see box).
The opportunities
In this economic context, and despite
the political uncertainty borne out of
successive failures to form a government, we
understand that the Spanish market is still
very attractive for investors and that there
will be opportunities for potential investors in
traditional sectors of the economy (eg, retail,
tourism, etc.) but also in some sectors which
have picked up pace in the preceding months
such as:

Problematic assets

According to data collected/published by
the Bank of Spain as of June 2016, the
Spanish financial system has €123 billion
of non-performing loans and €84 billion
of foreclosed assets (REOs) in addition to
approximately €90 billion of problematic
assets held by Sociedad de Gestión de
Activos Procedentes de la Reestructuración
Bancaria (SAREB).

1. Information obtained from the annual report for
the year 2015 of Asociación Española de Capital,
Crecimiento e Inversión (ASCRI).

FROM TOP
Alberto Frasquet
and Guillermo
Uriarte

According to market studies undertaken
by PwC, the Spanish market is developing
an increased appetite for REO portfolios
(25% of ongoing transactions) even though
secured debt portfolios (68% of the ongoing
transactions) remain the key drivers of the
debt market in Spain.
International funds have been especially active
in this sector with players such as Blackstone,
Apollo, Oaktree, Starwood and Fortress.

Investments in renewable energy

Following a period which has seen few
transactions in the renewable energy
sector, due to changes made by the Spanish
government to the regulatory framework
which have resulted in a reduction of the
price of these assets, this sector has been
identified as a potential opportunity by several
international funds (including KKR, Oaktree,
Cerberus and Centerbridge among others)
with transactions for 2015/16 amounting to
approximately €9 billion.

Litigation finance funds

Whilst in some european countries, funds
providing financing for litigation have been
common. Spain had not been a target for
these funds, mainly as a result of the fact that
in Spain there are different levels of appeals
which make obtaining a firm resolution from
the courts a lengthy process.

FAVOURABLE
CONDITIONS
The following indicators highlight
attractive conditions in the Spanish
economy:
an increase in the number of entities
operating in the private capital market
in Spain (which includes for these
purposes both venture capital firms
and private equity firms) over the year
2015, with 41 new entities (amongst
which 34 were international entities);
an increase in funds available for
investment at the end of the year 2015
which are estimated to be close to
€3 billion excluding large international
firms who may also invest in Spain,
representing a significant amount of
dry powder;
the number of investments by
international funds has increased
from 65 in 2014 to 97 in 2015;
the amounts obtained from
divestments in the year 2015
(ie, €4.7 billion) were approaching the
historical maximum reached in 2014,
confirming the buyout trend initiated
in 2014; and
the average period of investments
also decreased from a historical
maximum of 6.8 years in 2013 to
6.2 years in 2015.
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However, despite this the Spanish press has
recently reported that some international
litigation funds, including Calunius and Roland,
have started to carry out due diligence on
potential transactions in Spain.
The trends

Locked box vs completion accounts

Prior to the global financial crisis, there was a
significant rise in the use of locked box
mechanisms and although this trend slowed in
the aftermath of the crisis, locked box
mechanisms have made a strong return.
Approximately two out of three PE firms
involved in a transaction now opt for this type
of mechanism to determine, and provide
certainty as to, the purchase price.

Warranty and Indemnity Insurance

In common with other markets, we have seen
an increased appetite for Warranty and
Indemnity (W&I) Insurance solutions in M&A
transactions and especially in private equity
transactions. Another article in this edition
discusses W&I insurance in the context of real
estate deals (see page 15).
While PE funds are reluctant to provide
warranties to buyers when divesting (providing
buyers with limited recourse) these funds still
expect sufficient warranties in order to meet
their funds' obligations when they act as
buyers. W&I policies, help reduce the gap
between buyers and sellers in this regard.

With the increased use of W&I policies, trade
buyers are also becoming more used to seeing
them and more familiar and comfortable with
the concept and the process.
Although this trend took longer to translate
into the Spanish market than in other European
markets, these types of policies are rapidly
gaining importance for investors in Spain. By
way of example, AON has experienced a very
significant increase in these policies over the
last year, with 333% more policies subscribed
than the same period of last year.

FABs

As a result of the Spanish legislation enacted
in the context of the financial crisis, new and
even more complex structures started to
develop in the Spanish distressed asset
market. An example of this trend was the
movement towards sales involving funds of
banking assets (or so called FABs) which
represented innovative tax efficient structures
introduced by the Spanish legislator to aid the
divestment mandate of SAREB. FABs (which
we discussed in the Spring 2016 edition of this
European Private Equity Review) were created
as regulated investment vehicles devoid of
legal personality and designed as a hybrid
between traditional Spanish securitisation
funds and collective investment institutions.
Notwithstanding the privileged tax regime
applicable to FABs, these structures have not
been devoid of commercial challenges, which
have resulted in only a handful of FABs having
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been incorporated in Spain to date. This is due
to, amongst other things, certain deficiencies
in the existing tax regime, FABs being seen by
the market as viable vehicles for the disposal
of real estate assets but not for effecting the
sale of portfolios of secured debt.
However, more recently, there are rumours in
the market that SAREB is looking to boost
support to this type of structure in order to
incentivise sales. In particular, it appears that,
once the new Spanish government takes off,
the market may see certain changes to the
current fiscal treatment applicable to FABs
aimed at introducing a more privileged tax
regime for the acquisition of collateral in a
secured loan enforcement scenario (that is,
in the context of investments based on loan
to own strategies). The expectation is that
such amendments will strengthen the use
of FABs in the disposal of secured loan
portfolios by SAREB.
In any event, and irrespective of whether or
not any such changes are introduced, FABs
still benefit from significant tax benefits which
are also applicable to loan portfolios, such as
the existing stamp duty exemption on the
acquisition of secured portfolios. Moreover,
FABs are taxed under Corporate Income Tax
at a 1% rate (versus the general 25% rate
applicable to Spanish companies) and
distributions to foreign investors are
exempt (which facilitates and simplifies
upstream structuring of the deal).
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WARRANTY AND INDEMNITY
INSURANCE IN THE UK
REAL ESTATE MARKET:
AN INTRODUCTION AND
KEY TRENDS
Warranty and Indemnity (W&I) Insurance has
become an increasingly prevalent feature of the
European PE market. In this article we explore
its use in UK corporate real estate deals (ie,
transactions where the corporate vehicle holding
an underlying property asset is acquired as
opposed to the asset being acquired directly)
where it has become commonplace.

THIS ARTICLE
CONSIDERS:
What is W&I insurance?
Why are UK real estate investors
turning to W&I insurance?
Who is using W&I insurance as
a deal tool?
How a W&I policy works and its
interaction with the SPA
Standard policy inclusions
and exclusions
Policy parameters and premium cost
Scope of warranties and approach
to due diligence
Timing considerations
Key trends

What is W&I insurance?
W&I insurance is a bespoke insurance product
that covers the loss and damages arising from
a breach of warranties given by the seller in an
agreement for the sale and purchase of shares
or other interests in a corporate vehicle (an
SPA). The policy will also cover claims under
the tax covenant, whether this is included in
the SPA itself or under a separate tax deed.
The policy can be structured to cover:
loss arising to the buyer as result of a breach
of the seller warranties under the SPA (a
buyer insurance policy); or
loss arising to the seller as a result of a valid
buyer claim against the seller for breach of
the seller warranties under the SPA (a seller
insurance policy).
In either case, it will be subject to the policy
limit and agreed limitations and exclusions set
out in the policy.
Why are UK real estate investors turning to
W&I insurance?
The decision to place W&I insurance in
respect of a specific transaction may either be
buyer or seller led. In today's market, it is
increasingly a seller led decision, particularly
for private equity funds which are exiting their
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real estate investments after a short to
medium term holding period. The decision
to wrap a transaction with W&I insurance is
taken at an early stage of a transaction and
quite often before heads of terms have
been signed or a formal bidding process
has commenced.
There are two principal motivating factors
which are driving sellers to initiate the
process, both of which reflect the changing
transactional environment for UK real
estate deals.
On the one hand, sellers (particularly funds
and private equity investors) require a quick
and clean exit following closing. This means
that any form of contingent liability which
would hinder the prompt upward distribution
of sale proceeds is unattractive. Traditional
SPA constructs designed to stand behind
potential warranty and indemnity pay outs,
such as escrow and deferred consideration
mechanics, are therefore unattractive to
these investors.
On the other hand, more cautious and risk
averse buyers are also requiring greater
contractual protection from warranty
packages as they are unwilling to simply 'take
a view' on due diligence. Buyers also require
certainty that someone or something of
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substance will stand behind a warranty claim.
For a buyer, therefore, W&I insurance can
be an attractive solution where the financial
covenant of the seller (in the short term or
long term) is questionable. A buyer may look
to W&I insurance in circumstances where
the seller is an SPV which may be wound up
shortly following closing and the fund standing
behind the seller is unwilling to provide a
guarantee or some other form of contractual
protection to the buyer.
The concept of the seller nil recourse W&I
insurance policy (where all warranties against
the seller under the SPA are capped at a
nominal figure of £1) is now well established
in the UK real estate investment market and,
on the assumption of a proper due diligence
process, effectively bridges the gap between
the seller and buyer concerns outlined above.
The resolution of these risk allocation issues
between a buyer and seller through the
placement of W&I insurance can facilitate
and expedite the transaction process and,
subject to the comments below regarding
insurers' requirements for an arm's length
transaction, ease the negotiation of
transaction documents.
Who is using W&I insurance as a deal tool?
In general terms, W&I insurance was
traditionally the preserve of PE funds requiring
a quick and clean deal exit of the nature
outlined above. However, times have changed
and the increased use of W&I insurance in
corporate real estate deals has widened its
exposure to a range of interested parties and

it is now increasingly being placed by funds,
UK and international corporates and sovereign
wealth funds alike.
One point to remember is that W&I insurance
will not be encountered on UK real estate
asset (ie, non-corporate) deals in respect
of which warranty protection is not given
as standard and therefore a related W&I
insurance policy will not be required. Instead,
specific title insurance may be taken out on
asset deals to cover the risk of claims being
made in respect of identified title issues, for
example. On a mixed portfolio sale (ie, the
acquisition of both corporate property holding
vehicles and direct assets), however, there
is no reason why the W&I insurance policy
cannot be extended to cover key warranties
in respect of the direct assets as well.
How a W&I policy works and its interaction
with the SPA
W&I insurance seeks to transfer liability for
breaches of warranty (general and tax) and
any claims under the tax indemnities/tax
covenant from the seller to the insurer.
Certain limits under the SPA may be
disapplied, but the insurer will otherwise "step
into the shoes" of the seller in respect of the
warranty and tax indemnity/covenant
provisions, subject to the terms of the policy.
It is important to ensure that the policy is
correctly mapped onto the SPA so that there
are no provisions within the SPA that would
cut across or otherwise prevent full recovery
under the policy. For example, if the SPA
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includes a £1 cap on all warranty claims and/or
shorter time periods within which general or
tax warranty claims may be brought, then it
will be necessary to make bespoke changes to
the policy to achieve the buyer's desired result.
In this example, the more onerous time limits
or liability caps contained in the SPA would be
disapplied from the policy. There is usually a
specific category of “Dis-applied Provisions”
defined in the policy.
It is not uncommon for the W&I insurance
policy to be negotiated in detail by the buyer's
legal team and the policy is commonly being
treated as an additional key transaction
document to be negotiated and settled
in line with the SPA.
Standard policy inclusions and exclusions
The starting position is that a W&I policy
will offer broad cover and seek to extend
to all warranties included in the SPA (on the
assumption that such warranties have been
negotiated on arm's length terms and are
reasonably market standard). So far as
possible, the coverage under the policy and
SPA should be back to back, unless more
favourable terms can be agreed with the
insurer and included within the policy itself.
One key point to note is that a buyer may seek
alternative recourse from the seller (whether
contractual or valuation based, for example, an
escrow mechanic or price chip) in respect of
any specific exclusions from the policy. This
could impact on the seller’s wish for a
completely clean exit.
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STANDARD
INCLUSIONS
A standard W&I policy will cover:
a breach of the warranties (although
note the "known issues" exclusion
discussed below);
a claim under the tax indemnity
(whether that is included within the
SPA or within a separate tax deed);
and
defence costs (being reasonable
costs incurred in investigating and
settling third party claims).

STANDARD
EXCLUSIONS
Specific possible exclusions include
(although some of these may be
negotiable):
known issues, for example, matters
which have been disclosed or are
within the actual knowledge of the
buyer's deal team will not be covered
by the policy. The buyer's deal team
will be required to sign a 'no claims
declaration' to confirm that they
are not aware of any such matters
which may give rise to a claim under
the policy;
construction defects;
pension underfunding;
transfer pricing and secondary
tax liabilities;
pollution (although separate
environmental liability policies
may be available in the market
and provide better cover and
value for money in any event);
anti-bribery and corruption;
forward looking warranties;
fines and penalties;
seller breach of pre-closing conduct
provisions; and
fraud and deliberate non-disclosure.

Policy parameters and premium cost
Key policy parameters to be agreed on every
transaction, and which will also impact
premium cost, are:
the policy limit: in other words, this is the
total amount of insurance being placed to
cover claims for potential breaches of
warranties and claims under the tax
covenant and is expressed as a percentage
of the deal value. In the UK real estate
market, policy limits tend to be in the range
of 10 – 30% of deal value (with many
towards the lower end of this range);
the de minimis/small claims "throw away" or
"disregarded claims" level;
the aggregate deductible or "basket"
threshold: the threshold can either be fixed
or tipping and, if it is the latter, once the
threshold is reached the buyer is entitled to
claim the whole amount of the claim under
the policy and not just the excess over the
threshold; and
time limits for bringing claims, which will
ordinarily be:
within a period of 18 months to two years
from closing for a breach of the general
warranties; and
within a period of seven years from
closing for a breach of the fundamental
and tax warranties.
Standard premium costs for UK real estate
deals in the current market are around 1% of
the policy limit.

Scope of warranties and approach to due
diligence
Whilst W&I insurance may seem to offer a
quick fix solution for both buyer and seller and
remove transaction risk on both sides of the
table, it does not remove the need for a
thorough, arm's length transaction process.
The placing of a W&I insurance policy does
not remove the need for a proper due diligence
exercise to be undertaken on the buyer side
and disclosure exercise on the seller side and
does not mean that the parties can agree an
extensive shopping list of warranties, with
minimal or no negotiation.
Before underwriting the policy, the insurers
will expect to see evidence that:
the warranties included in the SPA are
reasonably market standard and have been
negotiated on arm's length terms;
a proper disclosure exercise has been carried
out, for example that the seller has hosted a
well populated data room and that enquiries
have been raised by the buyer and answered
by the seller; and
the buyer has undertaken due diligence
that would be customary for a transaction
of the nature of the deal in question, or
that equivalent seller due diligence reports
have been provided upon which the buyer
may rely.
All of these points will be tested by the insurer
on the underwriting call and the insurer may
be unwilling to underwrite the policy if
insufficient comfort is given in this regard.
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A WORD OF
CAUTION
There is a cost to negotiating W&I
insurance policies properly. The
insurers' first draft will often leave
a buyer fairly exposed and so
should be treated like any other deal
document and reviewed/negotiated.
The transaction parties will
need to leave sufficient time in
the deal timetable to negotiate
the policy properly.
In order to bring a claim you
will need to negotiate your way
through the SPA and also the
policy. That may result in claims
that would have succeeded under
the SPA/tax deed not succeeding
under the policy, for example
because of a specific limitation.
Gaps between signing and closing
and additional disclosure may leave
a buyer exposed, as matters which
come to light during this period,
(whether in respect of the warranties
or the tax covenant), may not be
covered under the W&I insurance
policy (as they will become known
issues and therefore not recoverable).
The parties should therefore
consider their approach to additional
disclosure if such a gap is required.

It is important to ensure that, from a
disclosure perspective, the insurer has sight
of all available due diligence reports prepared
in connection with the transaction and also
that any information which is shared directly
with the insurer (by the seller or its broker)
is also shared with the buyer.
Timing considerations
The process for placing W&I insurance will
run in parallel with the general deal timeline.
As a rule of thumb, it is recommended to allow
two to three weeks to complete the W&I
insurance process, but there is flexibility and
insurers tend to work hard to accommodate
deal timetables to the extent possible. An
indicative timeline for a seller led buyer side
W&I insurance process, in which the seller has
decided from the output to put in place a W&I
insurance policy with such policy being flipped
to the buyer once the transaction commences,
is below. We also outline some of the key
timing considerations.
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Pre-emptive seller steps and stapling
the policy
It is advisable for a seller who is proposing
a W&I insurance backed deal to have
approached the insurance market (through a
broker) in advance of the formal sales process
commencing with a buyer. An early approach
to the market will enable the seller to obtain
indicative estimates of the likely premium cost
for the W&I insurance policy, together with an
indication of excesses and any specific risks
which are likely to be excluded from the scope
of the policy (deal specific or general).
The seller's legal team may also review and
comment upon the draft policy at this stage
so that it is in good shape before it is 'flipped''
to the buyer. These steps should save time
in the selection of the relevant insurer and
negotiation of the policy once the transaction
commences in earnest and it is not uncommon
to see sellers 'staple' insurance (in terms of the
selected insurer and scope of coverage) to
their deals in this manner.
Flipping the policy
The policy will be flipped to the buyer
following signature of heads of terms, or
potentially later, and from this stage onwards
the buyer will engage directly with the broker
and insurer in place of the seller. The broker
and insurer will owe their duties to the buyer
as opposed to the seller, even if the seller is
paying for the premium.
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Indicative timeline

Broker signs NDA with
Seller. Broker obtains
"Non-Binding Indication"
from underwriters

SPA is made
available to second
round bidders, with a
memo explaining
that recourse is to
W&I and likely
terms/policy
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U/W provides
draft W&I policy
on basis of initial
DD

Bidders' final
bids on basis
of recourse
to W&I

Preferred underwriter
signs NDA and is
provided with the IM,
accounts the SPA
and any vender DD
(if available)

U/W "flips" to
preferred bidder
U/W appoints lawyers
for DD. Seller or Buyer
(dependent upon who
is responsible for
costs) signs expenses
agreement with U/W

Seller seeks
initial
amendments
to W&I policy

Buyer to sign
No Claims
Declaration

SPA negotiated to agreement
in tandem, Buyer negotiates
the W&I policy

Buyer's confirmatory DD
Underwriter's DD runs
in parallel

The use of W&I insurance in UK real estate deals is well established
and we are unlikely to see an abatement of this any time soon.

Lower deductibles: lower deductibles
(meaning the aggregate loss to be
incurred before an insurer is liable to
pay out under a policy) are common on
UK real estate deals given the perceived
lower level of risk associated with
these transactions. 0% deductibles
are increasingly available, as are
policies with deductibles that tip to
zero once the relevant threshold has
been exceeded, therefore allowing full
recovery of the loss under the policy.
Lower policy limits: policy limits tend
to be in the region of 10% to 20% of
deal value.

Underwriting
call

Policy
written

Seller to provide
any specific
disclosures

KEY TRENDS IN UK REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS

Deal teams are therefore well advised to
familiarise themselves with W&I insurance
as a deal tool, the underwriting process
and the likely transaction cost so that these
matters can be factored into deal timetable
and returns. Whilst similar considerations
apply to the use of W&I insurance on a UK
real estate transaction as to a European
real estate transaction or other UK or
European corporate disposal, key themes
and differentiating factors include:

SPA
signed

Lower premium costs: increasing
competition between insurers has
generated lower premium costs and
rates of less than 1% are available
in the UK real estate sector.
Capacity and sophistication of
underwriting teams: a growing
number of insurance teams are
providing W&I insurance coverage
in the London market. This has led to
both an increase in available capacity
and underwriting teams who have a
sophisticated knowledge of the due
diligence issues common to UK real
estate transactions and a wider use of
in-house legal teams within insurers.
Use of separate title insurance: separate
title insurance can be placed with
traditional title insurers to cover title to
the shares and property assets in excess
of the W&I insurance policy limit at a
more cost effective rate. For example,
title insurance can be placed to cover
100% of the deal value whereas the
W&I insurance policy limit may be
10% to 20%.
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